The objective of our study was to compare the effect of spectrally characterized chromatic adaptation on colour discrimination. Comparing just-noticeable stimuli of normal colour observers under two types of chromatic adaptation conditions with equal chromaticity and luminance but with different spectral content and field of view shows the importance of paying attention to illumination parameters that define the actual state of chromatic adaptation.
Introduction
The experiment introduced in this paper is part of a research that aims to understand the limits and the mechanisms of chromatic adaptation based on observing chromatic discrimination abilities of normal colour observers under different states of chromatic adaptation.
Methods
In this paper the results of two experiments are presented. In one set of measurements with coloured filters in which 18 subjects participated and measurements with unfiltered eyes which were considered as reference. Detailed results of this measurements were shown at the CIE 2017 Midterm Meeting, Jeju. In the other set of measurements a spectrally tunable light booth provided the conditions defining chromatic adaptation and white light for reference measurements. The applied method of observing chromatic discrimination was measuring the just-noticeable stimuli.
Subjects of both experiments were between 20 and 22 years old, each of them normal colour observer. In both experiments subjects performed the trivector test of the Cambridge Colour Test (CCT). The measurements were approved by the United Ethical Review Committee for Research in Psychology (EPKEB, Hungary).
Measurements were executed in the Visual Systems Laboratory at the Department of Mechatronics, Optics and Mechanical Engineering Informatics, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Budapest University of Technology and Economics.
Chromatic adaptation conditions
In the study just-noticeable stimuli of normal colour observers measured with the trivector test of the Cambridge Colour Test were compared under two types of chromatic adaptation conditions.
In Experiment A subjects were wearing purple filters (further on noted as PF) or green filters (further on noted as GF) in a silicone frame. Reference measurements were executed with unaided eyes (further on NF).
In Experiment B subjects were watching the test through a spectrally adjustable light booth. The conditions were equal regarding chromaticity therefore in the light booth there was purple illumination (further on noted as PB), green illumination (further on noted as GB) and booth settings that provided the chromaticity of the neutral point of the display (further on noted as NB) as reference.
Measurements were executed in a darkened room. The spectral contents can be seen in Figure  1 -2. During Experiment B the light booth provided a wider field of illumination and since the display was behind (therefore outside of) the light booth the spectral emission affected directly only the surrounding.
Cambridge Colour Test
Cambridge Colour Test is a display-based pseudoisochromatic test (Hasrod et al., 2015 ., Regan et al., 1994 .) that provides the just-noticeable stimuli as result in defined directions from a reference point in the CIE 1976 UCS diagram (Schanda, 2007.) . Subjects performed the trivector test in which three directions are defined towards the Protan, Deutan and Tritan confusion points. Reference points defined the chromaticity of the background while the chromaticity of the Landolt-C pattern changed on the three confusion lines in order to find the thresholds.
The reference points were shifted from the neutral point towards the above mentioned chromaticity of the filters and light booth settings in the CIE (1976) 
The test directions were set to the confusion axes towards the three confusion points. The range of luminance values both of the pseudoisochromatic plates and of the adjustable light booth were set considering the spectral transmission of the applied filters in order to reach equiluminance among the perceived stimuli.
Results
Analysis was executed regarding the following factors (and their levels): state of adaptation, condition of adaptation (filter or booth), analysed confusion line (Protan, Deutan, Tritan) and background chromaticity (distance from the neutral point towards the chromaticity point of the filter and in the opposite direction). Neutral point was labeled as zero and the ordinal numbers increased towards the arrows seen in Figure 3 . In order to find if chromatic adaptation affected colour discrimination the measured justnoticeable stimuli in both experiments were compared in each reference point.
The analysis showed that while adapting to the filters caused significant changes in chromatic discrimination depending on the background chromaticity compared to the results with the reference tests, adapting to the light distribution of the adjustable booth did not cause such change at all.
It is noticeable that even the result of the reference measurements showed differences: the neutral setting of the light booth (NB) indicated increase of just-noticeable stimuli compared to unaided (NF) conditions.
Conclusions
Since changing the coloured filters to the light booth affected both the spectral content and the luminance of the surrounding area further measurements are necessary to identify the clear source of the effects. However, our results show the importance of paying attention to details of viewing conditions such as field of view and spectral content of the illumination that defines the state of chromatic adaptation.
